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Il Punto Silin
da: Associazione Pordenone Ricama

Modello: LIBFB-SILIN-01

This book provides the basic instructions to realize
this particular "Silin" stitch, whose name is inspired
by the Ancient Roman mosaics in the colonnade of the
Silin Villa in Libya. 
A number of projects are featured, all with pictures of
the finished pieces, color key and the fabric needed,
as well as color pattern, step-by-step pictures and
directions. 
124 pages with Italian and English text.

Price: € 35.00 (incl. VAT)
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Sfilature d'autore
da: Associazione Pordenone Ricama

Modello: LIBFB-SILIN-02

Innovative and modern designs, original drawn-
thread embroidery deriving from historical know-how
and creative flair are the basis of this up-to-date
book, looking at the future. Some of the drawn-
thread projects featured are quite complex and might
be very difficult for those who are new to this kind of
embroidery and even to more expert stitchers the
author suggest to proceed very gradually, patiently
and precisely. Passion for embroidery will help and
lead to success! 
23 drawn-thread projects and related corners. 95
pages with Italian text.

Price: € 30.00 (incl. VAT)
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Silin Ornato - Innovazioni Creative
da: Associazione Pordenone Ricama

Modello: LIBFB-SILIN-03

In this new embroidery expression, hands arrange
several designs on different kinds of fabric and the
stitcher will then develop them following her/his
creative flair and giving the finished work a result that
becomes art. Hands moving, ideas coming real,
threads in many color shades getting together, just
like on a colorful palette. Hands moving deftly, in full
harmony with ideas, thoughts and creativity, and by
using simple threads, bringing to life this "Adorned
Silin Stitch" that can be used to enrich home
complements, curtains, lampshades, linens, cushions
and more. 
This kind of embroidery takes its name from the
Ancient Roman mosaics in the colonnade of the Silin
Villa in Libya. 
The book features a variety of projects with the
pictures of all finished pieces, color and fabric key,
color pattern, step-by-step pictures and directions. 
124 pages with Italian text.

Price: € 35.00 (incl. VAT)
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Silin Africamo
da: Associazione Pordenone Ricama

Modello: LIBFB-SILIN-04

This volume is a collection of embroidery works,
originated through a creative journey and from
contamination. It is dedicated to the charme and
the colors of Africa: the land that's the cradle of
humanity. Traveling to Africa has represented the
opportunity to get to know new cultures: a meeting
that has inspired and turned into reality all our
passion for colors. Lively colors and essentials,
neat silhouettes have brought to life the unique
combination with Silin Stitch Embroidery. The
result is extremely eye-catching and with a unique
color effect, thanks also to the use of natural-shade
fabrics, in the colors of earth and sand. In this
book, technical perfection weaves together with
the beauty, the history and the environment of an
extraordinary continent. This collections is meant
not just to pay tribute to the artisanal, textile and
artistic culture of Africa on the whole, but also to
witness the huge talent, diligence and skill of so
many women who, in Italy, are still dedicating their
time to the art of embroidery and handmade
crafts. 
This kind of embroidery takes its name from the
Ancient Roman mosaics in the colonnade of the
Silin Villa in Libya. 
The book features a variety of projects with the
pictures of all finished pieces, color and fabric key,
color pattern, step-by-step pictures and directions. 
99 pages with Italian text.

Price: € 35.00 (incl. VAT)
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